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Abstract
This writing is intended to analyze, document, and examine the success of my efforts to
develop and execute concepts that incorporate humor utilizing furniture, sculpture, painting,
arrangement, found objects, repetition, tromp-lœil, itemization, numerals, transposition, and
written word. These efforts are done within a gallery setting established as the main
presentation method. Goals, intentions, origins, inspiration and execution of each specific
piece, as well as the body of work as a whole will be discussed.
The language used throughout this document is intended to be concise and direct, as to
dictate concepts and analysis as clearly as possible in order to reach readers across as wide
of a spectrum of knowledge as possible. I present my work with the strong belief that it meets
the criteria of a thesis body of work in that it is truly original to the best of my knowledge and
research, and that it constitutes a unique contribution to the chosen field of study.
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THE MAKER
My background as a maker1 is vital information to impart before delving into the body of work I
ultimately ended up creating, as it is clear to me that it played a large role in how that body of
work came to be. Up until the Fall of 2017, I had little to no experience when it came to
ideating, developing, or executing creative concepts. I had had zero formal or informal
education as it pertains to art, art history, or design. My undergraduate degree is in Political
Science which is a field not quite hospitable to creatives and creative processes. The concept
of sharing and executing creative ideas was and still is a relatively new notion. Critique and
“body of work” are still fresh concepts as well. These concepts, this world, and its
accompanying nuances still presents itself as new, exciting, and ripe for exploration to me.
I entered this process from the advantageous position of being unfamiliar with many of the
rules or mores. Even better, I was largely unaware of the scale of the information that I did not
know. This positioning did nothing but help me in my process and development, and I find
myself more and more grateful for this early in process freedom of thought. I benefited
significantly from a more malleable mindset that was unhindered by entrenched beliefs
because I had had limited time and experience previously to develop and engrain them.
I was also exposed quickly to a unique amalgamation of classmates who were exploring their
own corners of the furniture, craft, and art worlds, elective courses completely removed from
furniture and craft, and my own constantly lingering question of “What else is there?” These all
became driving forces of the expansion of my furniture and artistic mindset.
Experiencing a diverse selection of educators in my time at RIT was equally as influential, not
only in my chosen medium but also in outside areas of interest. My technical prowess grew at
an exponential rate with the newfound knowledge that craftmanship represented only a portion
of what makes a piece successful. I took a photography course simply to learn how to properly
use a digital camera which subsequently led me to a course that involved weekly traveling to
view art and then simply talking about it. As simple as that may seem, it was a pivotal exercise
in how I viewed the way in which I analyzed art, and then how I articulated my thoughts and
feelings about the art I had just viewed. Courses in glass, textiles, drawing, ceramics, writing,
photography, and sculpture all added tools to the proverbial toolbox and more importantly, it
vastly expanded my exposure to creative thinkers.

I am using the term “maker” here as a catch all for the growing list of various other categorizations I
may currently fall under (craftsman, artist, woodworker etc.).

1
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The evolution of my work has paralleled the evolution of my goals as a furniture maker and
eventually as an artist. Upon arriving at the Rochester Institute of Technology’s Furniture
Design program I was focused intently, and quite narrowly, on the technical aspect of furniture
design and construction with an emphasis on high levels of effort and complexity of
construction. My earliest exposures to furniture2 yielded standard results. Nakashima, Maloof,
the Shakers, Knoll etc. It would take many months and my attendance at RIT to discover the
work of Wendell Castle for the very first time, and then meet and tour his studio a short time
after. I wanted to pack as many dovetails, complex laminations, and exotic wood accents into
a piece as I could. These were the things I thought “fine” or “classic” furniture was about, what
being a craftsman was about. These were, not knowing what I didn’t know, simply individual
aspects under the much larger umbrella of furniture, and not the be-all, end-all with which I
originally classified them.
So, given all of that, how did I arrive at producing a body of work that was based around
humor?
My focus on fun and humor is driven by my frustrations with the serious nature often
surrounding classic, fine, and modern furniture, particularly in the way they are most commonly
exhibited and displayed. They are presented as objects to simply be viewed and not touched,
explored, or experienced tactilely. I was struck particularly hard by this realization on a day
spent at the Minneapolis Institute of Art in early 2020. I found myself in rooms filled with visually
beautiful examples of 17th, 18th, and 19th century furniture, and yet I was unable to experience
them in the way I felt best exhibited their finer qualities. I wanted to determine the comfort of
the chairs, see how smoothly drawers and doors operated, inspect the areas the maker never
intended to be seen, and generally poke and prod as not only the furniture maker in me
desired, but simply as a person who lives with furniture. I do of course recognize and
understand the importance of the preservation of these objects and the limitations which are
required to preserve and simultaneously exhibit them, but it quickly became clear to me that I
did not feel engaged in any particular way by many of these pieces of furniture outside of their
objective aesthetic beauty. It was after this experience that I became intent on making my
artwork strive to engage people in any way beyond its function or aesthetics. That goal felt
honest, clear and simple, and a good base for which to begin to build a body of work.
As to how humor became that way of engagement was longer in the making. I am the product
of a father and mother who would not be described as joke tellers or prank pullers yet I still
realized quickly and at a young age that humor was a valuable tool for not only survival but the
enhancement of life as well. It proved a valuable attribute through several awkward middle

2

Beginner furniture construction/design books and generic internet searches of “fine furniture”.
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school phases. It later became the facilitator for fun and more meaningful personal
connections during high school and college. It became a tool for a different type of survival in
the military, and broadened my comedic skill set to include more absurd and dark aspects. I
believe it has driven my success as a husband to my wife, and accounted for flourishing, later
in life relationships with two older sisters. Based on these experiences it makes sound, logical
sense that I begin to incorporate humor into my chosen craft. I consider it a valuable role in my
day-to-day routine and attempt to weave it in when possible and appropriate. To put it simply, I
just want to have a good laugh any chance I get.
I am comfortable with the concept that good furniture doesn’t improve our lives, but rather
accentuates lives being well lived. It makes sense then that the incorporation of humor into
such ubiquitous objects can serve to better accentuate those well lived lives with infusions of
humor. So, with that bit of background and discussion, I present here the three main points of
emphasis surrounding the production of this body of work:
1. I intend to tell a joke somewhere within each piece.
2. Work will strive to engage viewer beyond visual presentation.
3. Craftmanship will remain paramount.
A quick note before we touch on the work. I ended up titling the show It’s Not That Serious in
attempts to prime viewers for work they might not expect out of an exhibiting Furniture Design
graduate. I wish to state clearly and adamantly that my intention to involve humor in my work is
not to be confused with the idea that I do not take either my work or the thesis process
seriously. It has been said more than once that the basis of my work feels like an attempt to in
some way subvert, diminish, or satirize the idea of thesis level research. That is not, and has
never been, my intention.

THE WORK
***Free Chair*** [Figures 8 & 9]
***Free Chair*** consists of a small pedestal, a found chair, and a handwritten sign completed
by the “executor” chosen by the exhibiting institution. The specifics of how the piece is to be
displayed are compiled on a document contained within an interoffice envelope that travels
with the pedestal in a crate. The work is intended to be passed between exhibit spaces. The
sign should indicate that the chair is free for the taking, and staff and security are to be
informed to allow the chair to be removed. If the chair is eventually taken, the pedestal is to
remain unoccupied for the remainder of the designated exhibition time. The heavy use of the
asterisks in the title are meant to invoke the common practice often used in the headlines of
many Craigslist postings.
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Shortly before having the idea, I presented on an artwork called “One and Three Chairs” by
Joseph Kosuth. While Kosuth attempts the more complex task of analyzing the function of art
through questioning the nature of art (Goldie 136), this work looks to challenge the viewers
relationship to a specific physical space and the associated rules and social expectations that
come along with it (in this case, any exhibition space).

***Free Chair*** was the resulting expression that I felt reenforced the central theme of my
body of work as it potentially culminated in what I found to a wonderfully funny scenario: an
empty pedestal presented as “art.” Once the chair is removed by the brave patron, it performs
this secondary mission of feeding into common complaints and misconceptions about the
absurdity of modern and conceptual art, Maurizio Cattelan’s Comedian3 being the most recent
and glaring example that comes to my mind.

Painted Stool [Figures 5, 6 & 7]
Painted Stool represents an exercise in absurdity while also reenforcing the principles of
maintaining an artistic practice. It is also the clearest example of a piece that was not planned
but rather was the result of an exploration of an entirely different concept, a common theme in
this body of work. I had intended on a parallel project for an elective woodworking course that
was focused on shaping, carving, and texturing wooden surfaces. I created a small threelegged stool to which I applied a surface texture with a carving gouge over all surfaces. I had
decided to paint the stool twice to demonstrate a particular finishing process that involves the
removal of the top coating of paint along peaks, corners and edges revealing the color
underneath in those areas.
It was at this point that I began to think about what the visual result would be if I painted it 50
times. I was intrigued not only by what the results could potentially be but also by what, if any,
tactile effects would be incurred with that many coats of paint. Would it ever truly harden? At
what point would it begin to crack or peel? How long would it take to begin to fill the textured
surface?
I had accrued a small group of paint stirring sticks from mixing paint for other projects. They
had become swollen on their ends, thick with patches of dried paint on their tips where they
had dried to the bottom of the glass jar that I tossed them into after use. They were themselves
beautiful objects, and I would frequently find myself carving their ends with a small knife,
“A ripe banana anchored to the wall diagonally by a piece of duct tape, the piece of art was
called Comedian. It was seen by many current commentators as a fraud and a joke, a suspicion that the
title only reinforced.” (Slater-Pace)

3
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cutting into the soft paint, and revealing the many-colored layers throughout the depth of the
accrued paint. It was these stir sticks, essentially a byproduct of another process, that helped
cultivate the idea for this piece.
The decision to paint the stool an indefinite number of times also cemented the idea of
incorporating the printed list of color names. I had initially been recording the names and days
of application of each layer of paint, then as I began to mix a custom color for each layer, I
moved to trying to match them to color samples I was collecting from large home improvement
stores and paint suppliers. This was problematic on account that the colors never exactly
matched, so I was left with a feeling of inadequacy by naming a color after a color it was kind
of a match for. I quickly realized that it was significantly more fun, and a clear opportunity to
inject my sense of humor into the piece, to name the colors myself. The switch to this method is
noted by color #14, Summer Blood, painted on October 13th, 2020. The color listing is an
integral aspect in showing the viewer that this piece started as something a bit different than
what it finished as, as well as providing the viewer with a look into the time involved in the
creation of the piece. Coat #1 was applied on October 9th 2020 and coat #116, the last coat
applied before display, was applied nearly 8 months later on May 5th, 2021.
I mentioned artistic practice at the beginning of this section. Painted Stool became as close to
an artistic practice as I have ever knowingly executed, and I am constantly reminded of On
Kawara’s “daily labor” in executing his “Today” series of paintings (Woo, Jung-Ah 65) when I
think of the idea of artistic practice and my similar (though obviously comparatively
abbreviated) attempts. Coming in every day and executing a task in service of a single piece
(or body) of work over an extended period is what I think makes up the foundation of a solid
artistic practice. In this instance I quickly developed a process that facilitated every aspect of
the act of painting this stool. I dedicated an entire bench top to the painting process. I built a
turn table to easily access the entire piece during painting. I began mixing 10-12 colors at a
time to ensure I was varying color as much as possible. My very first task upon arriving in the
studio was to take 10 minutes and paint the stool. There were colors that required a second
coat to achieve full coverage, and this was applied roughly an hour after the first coat. I then
thoroughly washed my brush, the same brush I used for all 116 coats of paint. It was only after
I completed this task would I then begin my day in the studio.

Sex Table [Figures 10 & 11]
Sex Table is arguably the simplest pure concept from the final body of work, with ***Free
Chair*** being a close competitor. It was an idea born out of a conversation, with a person who
requests to remain unnamed in this document, about what an ideal table for sex would look
like. Ultimately, we collectively agreed that it would be best if it just looked like a standard table
but was of course stable and sturdy enough to have sex on. There is purposefully nothing
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inherently sexual or sexualized about the table, nor are there any details, embellishments,
ornamentation, or modifications that would indicate that the table is intended for sex. The
recommended measurements for a rectangular dining table for 6 are taken directly out of a
book so as not to potentially infer anything based on a peculiar scale or proportion. A clean
rectilinear design language is used throughout. The intention with all these precautions is to
simply let the title of the piece do all the work, and to that extent I think it accomplished that
goal as well as being one of the more thoughtful pieces within the body of work despite its
inherent simplicity.

Sex Table was continually the most discussed and debated piece throughout my committee
meetings, most of the discussion revolving around whether the title was enough to carry the
piece. I weighed the idea of additional elements for a significant period, deciding finally a week
or so before showing the work that I would rely solely on the title for execution of the joke. The
success of Sex Table relies heavily on the viewer, their mental elasticity, and the way in which
their mind is wired to think about sex. Sex Table could just as easily be titled Murder Table or
Birthing Table. The goal, of getting people to invoke the vision of a particular act in their minds,
would remain the same. It is the opinion of the maker that “sex” best fits the theme of the larger
body of work. On top of envisioning the sex act, it becomes just as interesting who is
envisioned performing the act, as well as which of the many variations of the act are chosen,
though this information remains private with each individual viewer. At the very least, I would
like viewers questioning why this plain table earned or was given the name “sex table.”

Sex Table and ***Free Chair*** share a similar development in that they remained largely
unchanged from their original conceptions, a trait that has been foreign in my personal
practice and seems to go against the developmental and evolutionary process of thesis work.
Most of this stems from the purity and the simplicity of the original ideas. Sex Table remains
completely unchanged from its original inception, despite serious discussions and
considerations to add other elements. It seems logical now considering the original idea was
only to name a table Sex Table, there was no initial visual idea. ***Free Chair*** experienced
some late process additions after a long period of stasis. The inclusion of an “executor” from
the exhibiting space, the transferable plinth and the interoffice document envelope are
essentially only modifications implemented to help document and standardize its display
throughout its life. The limited, or complete lack of evolution of these ideas has been a tricky
aspect to rationalize at certain points. A balance between pure idea and a process revolving
around exploratory experimentation must be established. I found that time was one of the
biggest factors. I had a fair amount of it in that I had specific goals and intentions established
early in the development of this body of work, a luxury I became aware not all are lucky enough
to have. I was therefore afforded the time to let ideas sit and breathe, expand, contract, and
evolve.
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Object Painting/Writing [Figures 1, 2, 3 & 4]
I have deliberately chosen to discuss Object Painting/Writing (OPW from here forth) directly
after Sex Table and ***Free Chair*** to the vast difference in their developments. While the
latter experienced quick and largely unchanged development processes, the former was the
culmination point of a long, wandering, and continual evolution. It is a piece that for lack of
better word or more scientific description, was predicated largely on what I “felt” was the next
logical progression.
The development goes something like this: I had become quite enthralled with the concept of
keeping matches in the bathroom as a tool in combating unwanted odors. The idea of this
product having such a unique and unintended use as well as the possibility to make light of
literal toilet humor I thought was worthy of exploration. My initial actions dealt with my dislike of
the actual match box as an object. The cardboard box was cheap, disposable, and faired
rather poorly in the steamy bathroom environment. I constructed six identical boxes, using
plywood for the outer box and Ash hardwood for the inner box (or “drawer”), with the intentions
of giving away the extras. I painted each box a different color and dye stamped a random 6digit number on each side as a sort of mock serial number. The boxes presented nicely when
simply stacked on my bench, which lead me wonder how they would appear on the wall. I
made a small shelf that was slightly angled to utilize the wall as support for the stack and found
that the arrangement worked just as well on the wall. It was here that I realized that scale for
this would be important. I wanted to present a large number of boxes in as many colors as
possible with the intent of overwhelming the viewer with labor and color. What resulted was a 6
wide X 29 high composition of 174 boxes in 174 unique colors with 174 unique “serial”
numbers on each. When installed it is just above 7 1/2 feet tall and 3 1/2 feet wide.
The boxes, when constructed with the thicker wooden materials, no longer presented
themselves as match boxes. This was problematic and a development that I had failed to
realize earlier in the development. I had gotten to this point, completed all this labor, and was
now unsure of how this piece fit within my body of work. I chose to execute a similar idea that I
had used on Painted Stool. I requested from numerous parties anything they thought could fit
in a match box and I filled each box with a different found/donated object. With as much
accuracy without sacrificing brevity, I compiled a list of each box’s “serial number” and
contents, which I presented in 13 individual frames, in line, and at a comfortable standing
viewing height (Fig. 4). As with Painted Stool, the chosen objects as well as the descriptions I
wrote for them were where I found my opportunity to inject the elements of humor4.

Box 502520: A single Trojan brand Magnum condom, 2 ½” x 2 ½”, gold foil packaging, expired
01/2021

4
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OPW, particularly the written element created the most interesting result of the entire show for
me, in that I was surprised and extremely pleased with just how long people would stand and
read the lists. I was for some reason unprepared for how intensively people would look at the
lists and what a captivating presence they seemed to have. It is the one aspect of the entire
show that I have most regularly returned to since then, wondering what else there is for me to
further explore.

FLAG (with accompanying table) [Figures 12, 13 & 14]
It is not quite unique to say that one was inspired by one of the most famous painters and
paintings of the last 60 years of contemporary art and one of the most widely known furniture
makers in that same time, but that is the position I find myself in with the presentation of FLAG
(with accompanying table). The table was initially based on an iteration of a previous build
where I made a chair with a leg that was intentionally shortened and then given a permanent
green wedge (Fig. 15). I thought fondly of all the wobbly café and diner tables I have sat at in
my life and my preferred method of rectifying the imbalance. I had also been very moved by a
recent viewing of the wonderful piece Chair Standing on Its Head by Wendell Castle at the
Memorial Art Gallery which opened my thinking up to the employment of tromp l’oeil not
through painting, but through furniture and sculpture as Castle did frequently. The resulting
table combines the permanence of the green wedge and the visual humor of a stack of
stabilizing sugar packets. Produced out of copper sheet, painted, and soldered to a threaded
stem, the trompe l'oeil packets provide a visually humorous element while also serving as a
genuine furniture leveler.
I was initially drawn to Jasper Johns by my interest in one of his favored mediums, encaustic
paint. I was soon learning the intricacies involved in simply making encaustic medium, which is
a precise mixture of beeswax and damar resin. It was around this time that I recognized the
similar proportions of a Sweet-N-Low package to an American flag. This seemingly inane
observation, combined with my recent intrigue in Johns’ work quickly formulated into the idea
for a painting which would accompany the table. The large scale of the painting came from
the massive flags I would see outside of car dealerships, and how their size created such a
looming presence even from inside a car driving past. I wanted the painting to loom over the
viewer, which I believe it accomplished. Hanging it higher on the wall also helped reinforce this
desired effect.

Box 10100: Passport application photo, male, black shirt, beard, curly hair, blue eyes as deep as the
ocean.
Box 404425: 1996 Upper Deck Collector’s Choice Michael Jordan basketball card, with unverified
signature, in thin clear sleeve.
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The final painting is 3 inches short lengthwise from being perfectly scaled up from the
measurements of the sugar packet. The raised element which would normally house the white
stars on the blue background is to scale as per the regulations dictating the dimension of each
element of the flag. Final lighting on the piece accentuates this raised field by creating a thin,
consistent shadow line.

Olympia SM3 (1962)
The heavy inclusion of a typewriter, in this instance an Olympia SM3 produced in 1962 in a
crinkle brown finish, across two of my pieces requires it to be briefly commented on. Based on
my rapidly deteriorating handwriting I began using it a few years ago for letter writing purposes
and found it more convenient for the reader and a pleasant experience for me as the user. So
began my relationship with the device, though it wouldn’t be until about 18 months ago that I
began to think of it as a potential contributor in my work.
The typewriter allows me to do one very important thing and that is to take pause before I write.
There is no auto correct or copy and paste, and heavy editing requires significant energy,
effort, and frequent re-doings. Utilizing the typewriter, I formulate complete thoughts and ideas
in my head before typing them. Just as in the descriptions for OPW, each one has had the time
taken to fully formulate an accurate and detailed description before being recorded, as
opposed to a continually edited entry. I have quickly learned that the greatest features of a
typewriter are all the things it cannot do, and that it’s a wonderful tool for thoughtful and
reserved expression in lieu of the frequently wordy or overly edited style afforded to us today.

THE END AND THE BEGINNING
I opened my very first committee meeting by reiterating a simple joke5 from the late stand-up
comedian Mitch Hedberg. The impetus of its inclusion as part of my opening comments was
the declaration that I wanted to tell simple jokes and I intended to use my unique medium to do
so.
The extent at which I succeeded in that goal lies in the experience of each individual and that
individual’s ability to detect, interpret, and analyze my work, ideally through the lens of humor.
Despite the fact that I am relying so heavily on viewer engagement in order to determine the
overall success of my body of work does not excuse me from my ability to honestly evaluate
the body of work. The inclusion of each piece in the final show is a testament to the fact that I
believed strongly that they fit all three criteria I laid out previously in this document:
craftsmanship, active viewer engagement, and overt or underlying levels of humor.

5

“I used to do drugs. I still do, but I used to too.”
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However, there are several elements I would change were I to do it again that I think would add
to the overall quality and cohesiveness of the presented body of work:

1. FLAG (w/ accompanying table) would no longer be presented with the table. The
painting itself should and deserves to be displayed by itself. I felt like the table was
an actual physical hinderance to viewers inspecting the painting. Also, the size and
demand for attention from the painting made the sugar packet foot leveler unlikely
to be noticed, and even when it was, I’m not sure there was much of a connection
between the two, despite them being the same object.
2. Object Painting and Object Writing would be presented as one cohesive work
because it was one cohesive work. I, for some justification I cannot now recall,
decided to give each a label, which created unnecessary confusion
3. My biggest regret lies in not accompanying the work with any written statement.
This decision strikes me more and more as impulsive, unhelpful, and detrimental as
time passes. When titles and statements were asked to be submitted, I felt that I
had a solid understanding of my work and the necessary means to convey that
understanding through a written statement. I submitted my title with no further
statement in an act which can be described by nothing other than laziness.
Finally, the most apparent confirmation to come from this body of work is the revelation that I
recognize furniture as a medium rather than a culminating object. The way in which paint and
clay serve the painter and the sculptor respectively, furniture serves me in my attempts to
express ideas and concepts that lie outside of the realm of fundamental furniture aspects
(aesthetics, comfort, ergonomics, etc.). Considering the proximity and the extended time we
regularly spend with and in use of furniture, it serves as an excellent conduit from me to the
viewer. None of the presented works can exist within a vacuum, they are all reliant upon the
engagement of the viewer to be fully realized and fully executed. It has been the discovery and
exploration of this type of interaction that has proven to be the biggest take away from my
thesis experience. My desire to make objects that solely capture people’s visual attention has
been supplanted by my determination to capture and retain viewers’ attention by means of
work that contains conceptual or execution-based depth. This has become, and remains, my
driving force moving forward in the creation of my work.
I close with a selection from Meditations by Marcus Aurelius (as translated by Gregory Hays)
that I felt encapsulated my attempts to infuse my work with lightness and humor during a
period when these themes were hard to come by or rationalize given the tumultuous state of
the world:
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“To see the nature of a sunbeam, look at light as it falls through a narrow opening into a
dark room. It extends in a straight line, striking any solid object that stands in its way
and blocks the space beyond it. There it remains—not vanishing, or falling away.
That’s what the outpouring—the diffusion—of thought should be like: not emptied out,
but extended. And not striking at obstacles with fury and violence, or falling away
before them, but holding its ground and illuminating what receives it.
What doesn’t transmit light creates its own darkness.”

15
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retire after long successful careers, get inducted into Hall of Fames, or win a Grammy.
Jared Abner, Rysn [sic] Zimmerman, Kelly Cleveland, Yahui Gao, Fabiano Sarra,
Fatmah Bamashmous, and Yichi “Phoebe” Cheng, a wildly diverse stable of minds,
personalities, and experiences to which I still continually draw inspiration.
Kevin O’Hagan, who probably has forgotten about me at this point, but who played an
integral role in helping me go back to school, this time as a more fully formed adult.
Will Tracey, still waitin’ on that Beech, man.
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